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1 WHAT IS A BOT?

Despite its increasing popularity, defining what a bot continues to be a challenge. The terminology used to describe software bots (i.e., bots, devbots, chatbots, chatterbots, software agents, etc.) is vast, diverse, and often inconsistent. Researchers and practitioners have defined software bots according to their specific characteristics and applications. For instance, bots are often defined as automation providers, which is linked to their ability to automate tasks and act (to some extent) autonomously [19]. Bots can be also defined based on their ability to communicate using human language [2]. Although several popular bots do in fact have some language capability, engaging in conversations is not required for software bots. Erlehnov et al. [6] pose that bots are agents with human-like traits: “an artificial software developer who is autonomous, adaptive, and has technical as well as social competence.” Recently, Lebeuf [9] explored the similarities between the multiple definitions of bots, and characterized bot as an interface “that connects users to services.” According to Lebeuf [9], this interface usually provides “additional value (in the form of interaction style, automation, anthropomorphism, etc.) on top of the software service’s basic capabilities.”

2 EXAMPLES OF BOTS

As an interface between human developers and other tools, bots support social and technical activities, including communication and decision making [14]. For example, researchers have designed bots for answering developers’ questions on conversational platforms such as Slack and Gitter. For example, Romero et al. [12] implemented GitterAns, a bot to automatically detect when a developer asks a technical question in a Gitter chat and leverages the information from Q&A forums to provide answers. On social coding platforms, such as GitHub, open-source communities have been adopting bots to automate a variety of repetitive tasks, including repairing bugs [10], refactoring source code [19], suggesting code improvements [11], and predicting defects [8]. Bots even perform more activities than human developers in some projects [4].

3 BENEFITS

Why do developers use bots in domains such as those exemplified in the previous section? The literature poses that developers employ bots to improve productivity and the quality of the work and enable activities for which humans are not realistically suitable [7]. Automating simple, time-consuming, or tedious tasks and collecting dispersed information are some ways to improve productivity. Smarter bots can even gain new insights or find patterns that humans might overlook in the large amount of information available. Some software developers stress that bots may do some tasks better than humans [7]. For example, bots can handle tasks 24/7 and at scale, increase consistency, and mitigate human error. Some developers report that software bots are integral and indispensable part of the software development ecosystem [7].

Wessel et al. [17] also investigated the benefits for adopting bots (in this case, code review bots) and found similar results as Erlehnov et al. [7]. The main reasons for adopting bots are related to enhancing the feedback to developers, reducing maintainers’ effort, enforcing high code coverage, ensuring high-quality standards, and automating routine tasks. Interestingly, the developers also report benefits related to interpersonal relationships. According to these developers, negative feedback in an automatic bot answer feels less rude or intimidating and, by providing quick and constant feedback, bots reduce the chance the author abandons a pull request.

Bots can also support stakeholders unfamiliar with the project or the SE practices and technologies. Dominic et al. [5], for example, propose the use of software bots to onboard newcomers to open source projects. In their vision, after a newcomer joins an open-source project, the bot could collect newcomers’ experience and interests and recommend tasks, pull and summarize relevant information from sites as Stack Overflow, recommend mentors, prompt the newcomer, answer questions, congratulate accomplishments, etc.
Students may also benefit from software bots. For example, Brown and Parnin [3] propose a bot to nudge students toward better SE behaviors.

The adoption of new technology such as bots can change human activities. Wessel et al. [16] investigated how activity traces change after the adoption of bots and found that, after a bot adoption, projects show more merged pull requests, fewer comments, fewer rejected pull requests, and faster rejections. Developers explain that some of these effects are caused by benefits such as increased visibility of code quality metrics, immediate feedback, test automation, increased confidence in the process, change in the discussion focus, and the fact that bot feedback pushes contributors to take action.

4 CHALLENGES
Although bots provide many benefits, the literature has reported a number of challenges associated with bots in SE. These challenges can be categorized into interaction and development challenges. Interaction challenges refer to challenges that users of bots in SE face in interacting with the bots and Development challenges refer to challenges that developers of bots face.

To examine interaction challenges, Wessel et al. [18] interviewed 21 practitioners to understand the challenges caused by bots in pull request interactions. The authors reported a number of challenges posed by bots in SE, including expectation breakdowns (where bots might be intimidating to newcomers), communication issues (where bots lack contextualizing their actions), managing bots' configurations (i.e., limited and burdensome configuration options), among others. However, the authors note that the noise (i.e., interference produced by a bot's behavior that disrupts the communication between project maintainers and contributors) was the most prominent challenge. The authors highlight that developing ways to deal with such noise (e.g., [15]) is critical for the future success of bots in SE.

Santhanam et al. [13] performed a systematic literature study on bots in SE. The authors noted a number of challenges found in the literature that need to be overcome for bots’ success in the future. Particularly, the authors note that the interfaces need to evolve (most are text based and will need to incorporate voice interfaces, for example), that bots need to improve their social interaction to improve trust and have more natural conversations, and that dialogue management frameworks will need to become more flexible to allow for better flowing and intelligent interactions. They also mention the need for bots to be able to explain decisions and interactions.

To examine development challenges, Abdellatif et al. [1] studied Stack Overflow posts related to the development of chatbots. They identified 12 unique topics that developers face when developing bots, such as user interaction, model training, development frameworks, NLU integration, messenger integration, and intent and entity recognition. The authors identified that topics related to messenger integration, user interaction, and chatbot model training are some of the most popular yet difficult questions to answer.
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